Meaningful problems.

Solved.

RedMane creates
high‑quality, innovative,
industrial‑strength
software that improves
businesses and lives.
RedMane is a software development company
that puts people first—our clients, partners,
end-users and our company. We work with
purpose, passion and integrity to simplify
and streamline technology systems. And
we gain personal satisfaction from solving
complex, meaningful business problems.
Working as your collaborative partner,
we deliver the best possible solution,
at the right investment, on the right
schedule, with the right requirements
for your organization.

We start by listening
Our expertly designed systems and applications begin
with a thorough, strategic understanding of your unique
business requirements. Above all, we’re a problem-solving
company. We uphold excellence, expect our people to
take initiative and believe in continuous learning and
improvement. We resist the status quo, find better solutions
that may not yet exist, and “get it right” the first time.

Many of the innovations and improvements in processes
we are credited with were only possible because
of the contributions and support from RedMane.”
Ruth Kennedy, State of Louisiana

Comprehensive business and
technology services
We will work with you—closer and more collaboratively than you
may have ever experienced before—to understand the full picture
of your business to create practical, actionable software. Our services
often interconnect to build the right system and include:
• Strategic Analysis and
Technology Planning
• Custom Application
Development
• Technology Modernization

• Systems Integration
• COTS Software
Implementation
• Maintenance and
Enhancement

Expertise that improves
diverse organizations
Our four key areas include, but are not limited to, the public,
commercial, human services and healthcare sectors.
We are especially proud of our success in the human services area.
We’ve built our reputation on delivering human services technology
solutions that simplify and streamline Medicaid eligibility and enrollment,
Child Support Enforcement (CSE), child welfare, disaster assistance
and other programs that millions of people rely on every day.

Helping caseworkers make
a greater impact

A unique company,
driven by a
singular culture
At RedMane, our transparent,
vibrant, non-corporate culture
creates an atmosphere of freedom,
where we’re excited to come to
work. This environment attracts
passionate software development
and implementation experts who
gain personal satisfaction from
creating innovative software
solutions, and solving your complex,
meaningful business problems.
Our values are evident in everything
we do. We strive to be honest,
respect everyone, deliver exceptional
quality and work with integrity. We
personally care about the projects
we work on, understand their
importance and share a genuine
concern for the people we serve.

HONESTY

Propelled by our deep human services and COTS implementation expertise,
we created mCase, a unique, completely configurable cloud-based
solution that makes case management tasks faster and more efficient.
With mCase, staff can support their clients both in the office and in the
field using mobile devices and the web, while providing an easy‑to‑use,
powerful case management solution. mCase supports all aspects
of the case management lifecycle, including intakes, assessments,
service planning, outcomes measurement and eventually, closure.

INTEGRITY
RESPECT
QUALITY

To see how RedMane can help you streamline
operations, increase efficiency, improve outcomes and
provide better service, while enhancing your bottom
line, email info@redmane.com or visit redmane.com
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